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Mike Daum

T

hose new members who have been cursing us under their
breath (or even verbally) for not being able to access the member area of the website can soon turn that frown upside down.
We now have several people interested in updating and maintaining
the website, namely Robert Coles, Matt Stern, and Steve Gazes.
Robert has already contacted our gracious web host - Stafford
Associates- and is persistently pestering Harry Hinteman and the
staff at Stafford to get this effort under control. Thanks guys!
Our Saturday Workshop coordinator Charlie James has scheduled
“A Day of Dovetailing”, to be held at the Brush Barn on Saturday
March 10th. Please see the Secretary’s Notes for more information
on the date and cost. There is unquestionably something mesmerizing about watching the signature joint of woodworking being handcut. Just attend any woodworking event where someone is demonstrating the technique and you will invariably be found among the
crowd, observing with a fervor, no matter how well you have mastered the pins and tails of it all. Not many will use identical techniques, and indeed most of us will refine and rediscover methods to
improve or facilitate our methods. I myself have changed tools and
methods probably a dozen ways over the years, and will continue to
do so. Sometimes it was out of frustration to perfect the joint, other
times just incorporating methods I’ve seen others do. This, more
than any other reason, is why you should attend the Workshop. It
is always fascinating to watch the individual efforts to achieve then
same goal; a simply (not simple) beautiful joint. If you expect to
complete a dovetailed box, just be sure to have sharp chisels on hand.
Charlie will fill you in on what to bring to the workshop.

Another class is bring offered by member Walter Connolly of the
New York School of Fine Woodworking and Woodcarving in
Lindenhurst. A Chippendale Mirror class is being offered in
February. The link to the website is http://web.me.com/walterc530/nyschoolofwoodworking.com/Chippendale_Mirror.html.
We hope to see more offerings from Walter’s school during the
course of the year, and hope that many of our members support his
efforts.
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There hasn’t been many member shop visit write-ups in the
Woodrack as of late. We need some members to step up and start visiting shops, and report to the membership. With such a diverse cast
of characters in our midst, it is shameful that we do not introduce
each and every one to our group. We are all missing out on an
opportunity to enrich our lives with extended friendships from common bonds. Please let me know you’d like to make this happen. If
you feel you cannot write with any confidence, I’ll be happy to help
out with editing and formatting. Just look at LICFM President Bob
Schendorf (figuratively, that is). His monthly column on the
Member Gallery has become the envy of all the Woodrack contributors. And he stayed quiet for years. Damn you Bob. You’ve
deprived us for a long time.
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Secretary’s Report

Steve Blakley

T

he meeting did not start on time because tonight was the Round Robin and there was a very large
crowd. Members and visitors were moving about, all around watching demonstrations that started
way before 7 PM. At around 7:25 PM Mike Daum opened the meeting and welcomed all members
and guests by wishing everyone a Happy New Year. He mentioned that one of our members, Ray Bush was
recently elected the President of the Suffolk County Woodcarvers Guild. Mike stated that anyone who was
new to the group could make out a temporary name tag and a new one will be provided when you join the
group. If you do not join the LIW or renew your dues, the name tags will be removed and held ransom by
our Membership Chairperson, Joe Bottligiere. Two new members introduced themselves. Vinny from
Northport joined to gain general woodworking knowledge. Vinny is a long time ago ex member. Nate is
retired and has been dabbling in woodworking all his life.
For the membership report, Joe Bottigliere noted a lot of members renewed tonight. Treasurer Mike
Luciano reported we are doing ok with our money, the Show was in the black and in February there will be
a formal account of the funding. Charlie James is our Saturday Workshop Coordinator. Assuming there is a
cancellation from another group for the Brush Barn on March 10, we will get that date and there will be a
hands-on workshop which will cover hand-cutting dovetails. If we do not get that date we will have a day in
April to have the workshop. The goal is for everyone to leave with a dovetailed box. The cost of the
Saturday workshop will be $30.00, which includes lunch. Please let Charlie know if you are interested either
in person or on the website. Charlie also reported that on January 22 there is a field trip to the Metropolitan
Museum of Art in NYC to see Classic Design: Duncan Phyfe and Historical Reproduction. The field trip
will be leaving from Christopher Morley Park on January 27.
Steve Costello reported that Todd Jette is donating his scaled version of Yankee Stadium to the Morgan
Foundation for their raffle. If you remember Todd won second place in Toys/Crafts/Games at our LIW
show in 2009 for this piece. This is truly a very generous donation. Thanks Todd!
Alain Tiercy brought in some magazines for anyone who wanted them. Mike L. reported there would be an
annual fund raiser for the Morgan Foundation at the end of March. If you have anything you would like to
donate, see Mike. Mike Daum reported that Jean Piotrowski has some nice cakes...for hubby Ed and Charlie’s
birthdays and to commemorate our 20 years as a group. He also reported that Steve Blakley was going to
order Boeshield T-9 rust and corrosion protection. If you want any, please see him tonight.
The raffle was held and some nice items were delivered. Mike Daum also informed that the Saratoga Bus trip
would be March 31st and asked who might be interested. The cost would be about $40.00 per person depending on how many members want to go.
For the Round Robin, Rolf Beuttenmuller showed his scroll sawing skills. Rolf also brought along a copy of
the Spring 2012 Scrollsaw Woodworking and Crafts magazine, which features his Wooden Lock and Chain
on the cover! Congrats Rolf! Jim Brown was showing joinery with the Festool Domino, Bill Leonhardt was
showing how to do inlays. Steve Fulgoni was turning a bowl, and Richie and Iris Zimmerman and George
Laue were carving wood.
Another excellent Round Robin by the LIW membership! Thanks everyone....
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Secret Society of Woodcarvers
Debbie Novometsky and Joe Reardon

T

he January 25, 2012 Meeting of the SSOW
special interest group was called to order by
Richie Zimmerman at 7:15 pm.

Old Business
The SSOW thanked the outgoing officers:
President: Ed Piotrowski
Secretary-Treasurer: Steve Blakley
Charlie Felsen felt that the year-end dessert party
was a success and suggested that we might consider
having another at mid-year.
New Business
Officers for 2012 are:
President: Richie Zimmerman
Vice President: Charlie Felsen
Treasurer: Iris Zimmerman
Secretary: Debbie Novomestky
Co-Secretary and Photographer: Joe Reardon
Note that three carvers are replacing Mr. Blakley
as Secretary-Treasurer.

Ed Jerman’s still in the works cowboy carving

A double raffle was held this evening. The second was held giving away several wooden pieces so that all
could share in a raffle giveaway.
Show and Tell
Matt displayed his Phalarope (a water bird) carving, as well as Little Folk “Kristian”.
Charlie showed his Dancing Bear
Papa John showed his Bear, Shelf Sitter and Knife Cover.
Joe showed “Woodie” and is working on his mountain man.
Tim is whittling Little Folk “Horse”.
Steve showed off two crocodiles and his egg scene.
If any of the members showing off their projects were left out, we apologize. This is the first meeting that
Debbie and Joe serve as Co-Secretaries.
Our photographer Joe took pictures of all the projects from show and tell as well as pictures of Debbie and
Joe.
The open carving session began after show and tell.
LONG ISLAND WOODWORKERS’ CLUB
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The Gallery

Bob Schendorf

Y

ou may not know this, but I am a fashionable guy. Every month when I walk- no strut into the barn,
I inevitably hear; “He’s one bad moth- “ “shut your mouth!” (c’mon, I’ve done the demographics, I
know I’m not the only one old enough to remember Shaft!). So, like so many retailers and big fashion houses, I try to think one season ahead when it comes to the gallery.
Here we are in the dead of winter; as of this writing, it hasn’t been much of a winter, but a winter none the
less. And I am thinking about the spring. As should all of you folks who are interested in selling your work!
At a recent Cabinet Makers meeting I saw some truly beautiful bird houses, stuff I had never seen. ( By the
way when you folks see my wife, Annabelle, would you mind bowing slightly? You know, first lady and all.
I promise once she’s done with her ESL classes I’ll explain it to her.)
Anyhooo....This fall we sold a gorgeous bent laminated Adirondack chair. In the interest of full disclosure,
the buyer talked me down more than I would have liked, but the day I started putting it out front of the shop
it increased walk in traffic tremendously. So what I am thinking is, if one of you folks wanted to make another Adirondack, or even better a pair and maybe a table , if the price was right I don’t think we will have any
problem moving them. I would even suggest that you make enough parts for four chairs and only assemble
two. They should probably be unique but not too involved. I’d be happy to discuss what I feel would be a
good price point with anyone who was interested. Since space will be an issue, we can’t show more than one
pair at a time. And of course I would love to have any other seasonal/garden type projects, as well as more
of the more of our “regular wares”.
Winter implies the end of one year and the start of another. By the way for my two die hard fans, last month’s
column was “accidentally “ omitted and can now be found with the rest of the December/January issue of
the Woodrack online. It might be worth a look, I think it’s my best to date (Editors’ note. It was. I could argue
I left it out accidentally but do I really want an article better and funnier than I can write included?). Hopefully
this puts to rest the rumor that the omission was the work of the “one percent” . So we are all clear right ?
It was not the work of “the man” , just a simple oversight. (I am correct Daryl, aren’t I? You’re not working
for the man are you?) (Yet another editor’s note: I don’t get mad, I get even. And maybe, just maybe, I am the
man—-just don’t tell my wife).
As I was saying, end of year stuff. I am quite pleased to announce that the gross sales for the five months since
we opened in August have topped two thousand dollars! Better than a stick in the eye! Now, hopefully our
Mayan neighbors were better at building pyramids than math and end of the world calculations, and we will
have an even better year this year.
Heck I’m so excited about spring let’s all of us just make up our minds and cancel the rest of the winter and
start spring! I’ll lead the way. I’ll see you all at the March meeting. I know I’ll be wearing my plaid shorts
and sandals with black socks, how about the rest of you folks ?
LONG ISLAND WOODWORKERS’ CLUB
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Turner’s Guild
Mike Josiah

The January turners meeting was held on 1/11 and led by President Steve Fulgoni.
The 2012 dues are due, please see Joe Bottigliere.
The club has submitted an application for a grant from the AAW for $850.00 to purchase another lathe.
The Morgan Center is looking for donations to auction off at their annual fund raiser. The Morgan center
provides school and some normalcy for children under 6 with Cancer. Please see Mike Luciano to give him
your donation(s) they will be needed by March/April. Mike will check on the exact date.
On 3/31 and 4/1 there will be the annual Totally Turning Symposium held in Saratoga Springs. It’s a great
weekend of turning!
The AAW Symposium will be held in San Jose this year on June 8-10. If you planning on going contact Steve.
Maybe you can coordinate your travel plans with other people going from our club.
Steve brought in some custom made steel tool rests he bought on Ebay. They are fairly inexpensive and well
made. The email address for the manufacturer is bratlady47@aol.com
The next club challenge for February will be spindle turning. Bring in anything spindle turned!
A decision to purchase a new grinder for the club was tabled for now.
New members attending tonight were:
Joe Vanek
Ed Jerman
Bob Phielman
Welcome to all!
For Show and tell Barry Saltsberg brought in 2 magnolia bowls and a turned/carved maple bowl
Marty Platt brought in a big leaf maple bowl inlayed with Malachite and a maple bowl with small inclusions
filled with azurite
Charlie Felsen brought in a juniper bud vase
Ed Mahoney brought in an unfinished staved segmented vessel
Erick Jean brought in A segmented double bowl inlayed with malachite and with a scroll-sawed picture
imbedded in the base and carved leaves
Pat Dougherty brought in a butternut bowl
Tonight’s subject was spindle turning. Specifically beads and coves presented by Bob Urso.
To start, round off the blank with a roughing gouge. Ride the bevel! Bob then showed how to make a
Pummel which is an architectural turning for table legs. Bob uses a skew to slice on the square edges towards
a previously rounded area. Once the edge is cut leave it alone! Going back over it will more than likely cause
a catch. It’s also important to do a complete cut start to finish. Don’t stop in the middle and try to pick it
back up. It does not work well.
Using a very sharp skew will greatly reduce the amount of sanding needed. It’s not an easy too to use at first
but with practice, you can get a beautifully smooth cut.
To create a cove use a spindle gouge to work both sides. Always cut from high to low and ride the bevel. If
your tool has a fingernail grind, be careful not to engage both edges at the same time or you will get a catch.
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Do the same basic thing for beads. Cut high to low, and roll the tool as you move over the top and down.
Parting tools cut straight in, but always make double cuts so the tool does not get caught in the wood. Bedans
are basically a large parting tool which cust wide flat spots. You can also make a bead with them by rolling
the tool over to the side as you cut.
After Bob’s demonstration, everyone went to various lathes and tried their hand at creating beads and coves.
That’s it!
See you next month!

LONG ISLAND WOODWORKERS’ CLUB
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LISA
Jean Piotrowski

R

olf opened the January 19th meeting a little after 7 pm.

There were two new members in attendance, Dan Rivituso, former president of the Suffolk County Wood
Carvers Guild and Paul DiPaoli. One member dropped out.
There was no old business to discuss.
New Business – It was decided to donate $25.00 to Steve Good to help support his web-site that offers free
patterns.
Joe Pascucci asked about renewing the clubs SAW membership. It has not yet been decided.
Alain is getting rid of some old issues of Wood Magazine. He will be bringing them to the meetings and
everyone is welcome to take them.
Bob Urso is still trying to give away his old kitchen cabinets. I think the hinges and handles are included.
Membership Report – Unofficially, we have 35 members. The membership is interested in a new logo design
for the club. Linda Blasko will have her graphic art students work on some logo ideas. Members are encouraged to submit designs for consideration as well.
Show & Tell – Alain showed an ornament he made. It was a smaller size of the one that Gabe submitted to
the ornament exchange (which was received by Alain). He painted the ornaments in gold and silver.
Rolf showed his lock and chain that was featured on the cover of ScrollSaw Woodworks and Crafts.
Barbara Reardon made a spoon rest from bamboo. She said that the bamboo was easy to cut and finished
beautifully. She used a #5 blade and finished it with Libron Oil. She recommends a dust mask when cutting
bamboo because it is very dusty.
Arnold Schaefer requested some help with a design. He is making centerpieces for his sons wedding. They
are a designed after German Christmas Pyramids. He is looking for a small plastic bride and groom to put
on it. He also needs small pieces of concave glass for the top to sit on so it will spin freely when heated by
candles. If anyone can offer Arnold help in these areas, please contact him.
Frank mentioned his success with CA glue in assembly. He has used CA glue and finished his pieces with
Min-Wax Poly (not the water based) and has had flawless finishes.
Tonight’s topic is Blades and Blade Selection.
Rolf polled the membership for their favorite blades, most preferred Olsen followed by Flying Dutchmen,
Robert Larsen and Scroll America. Rolf explained the differences in the sizes of the blades and the best appliLONG ISLAND WOODWORKERS’ CLUB
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cation for each. There are many types of blades, reverse tooth, skip tooth, spiral, etc. The PGT blade came
highly recommended because it has almost no burr and cuts straighter.
However, the best blade to use is the blade you are most comfortable with. It is recommended that you try
a selection of blade types and find the ones that work best for you.
We also discussed the pattern line colors. Some people tend to “lose the blade” when cutting a black lined
pattern. For this reason, some intarsia patterns are printed in red.
Different techniques for applying patterns to wood were also discussed. You can choose from spray adhesive, xyron adhesive applicator and blue tape with pattern glued on top. For large patterns, clear contact
paper was recommended.
For cutting plastic, try Flying Dutchman Polar Blades.
The February Meeting will be a presentation on cutting
and assembling boxes by the one and only JOHN HONS, .
with a little help from his friends

Rolf and his
cover in
ScrollSaw
Woodworking
and Crafts.
Congratulations
Rolf!
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2012 MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL
Complete this application by clearly printing the information requested in the spaces below, and returning this
form, along with your check in the amount of $35.00 to:
Joe Bottigliere
1238 Church Street
Bohemia, NY 11716
Checks should be made out to the Long Island Woodworkers
NAME:__________________________________________________
Address:__________________________________________________
City:___________________________State:_______________ZipCode:_____________
Telephone:__________________________________________________
E Mail Address:_____________________________________________
Alternate Telephone:______________________________________
Primary woodworking interest:________________________________________________________
Other woodworking related interests:___________________________________________________
How would you rate your skill level:____________________________________________________
What would you hope to gain from the club:______________________________________________
COMMENTS, SUGESTIONS, EXPECTATIONS:
_________________________________________________________________________________
SIGS - $25 first two; $15 third; $10 fourth:
CABINETMAKERS: ____________
CARVERS: __________________
SCROLLERS: _________________
TURNERS: ___________________

LONG ISLAND WOODWORKERS
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The Marketplace
Routers,Sanders,Drills and more for sale,
Dennis Taddeo 631 543 2256
L.I. School of Classical Woodcarving & Woodworking Schedule for 2007 visit;
http:// homepage.mac.com/walterc530/

Delta Unisaw for sale (excellent condition) best offer.I recently bought a new 10” Left
Tilting Unisaw and no longer need my Right Tilting Unisaw (which is in excellent condition)
Specs:
Model 34-802 10” Right Tilting Arbor Unisaw
3 HP, 230 volt, 12.4 amp Single Phase
Model 34-897 52” Unifence system
Model 34-998 Table and Shelf (extension table and Shelf for above)
Model 34-974 Deluxe Uniguard
“USA Made”
Howard Whitman
Home: 631-586-5815
Cell: 516-805-9651
Email: hwhitbross@gmail.com

